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Active Cases Re-integrated Cases
Babies Re-
integrated

Babies at the
safe house

8 28 25 2

Through each
challenge conquered
and triumph
celebrated, our
dedication to
fostering resilience,
strength and lasting
change has remained
our driving force.
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As at January 2024
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At just fifteen, Charity’s* innocence was brutally shattered. She
was raped by a relative despite her mental illness. She was later
referred to Kimbilio Safe House, where she found solace, care and
strength amid the storm.

It wasn't easy at first. The baby growing inside her was a constant
reminder of the horrific ordeal she went through. “Aunty, why did
that person do this to me?” She would ask one of the care
mothers. 

Charity’s* condition was complex; there was a delicate balance
between her age, fragile mental state and pregnancy. Considering
the risks of normal delivery, the doctors opted for a caesarean
section.

On the appointed day, she was admitted to the hospital. As they
prepared to wheel her into the theater, she raised her voice,
refused anesthesia and declared that she was willing and able to
go through with a normal delivery. True to her words, she
delivered a boy who was named Emmanuel, signifying God’s
presence.
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Finding
Hope
through
disaster



A Surprise
Arrival:
Baby
Summit's  
Birth 

One early morning, Hannah started feeling pain because her baby was
coming. Elizabeth, the care mother, realized the urgency of the matter and
quickly called a taxi so that they could head to the hospital. 

But things happened faster than they thought. Hannah’s* labor pain
intensified. Elizabeth had to make a big decision quickly to keep Hannah*
and the baby safe. In a brave and courageous moment, Hannah* had her
baby right there in her room at the hostel. 

The baby was named "Baby Summit," after the East African Leadership
Summit that was happening at the YFC Kizazi Sasa Campsite, which is next
to Kimbilio Safe House. They later went to the hospital, where the doctor
checked both Hannah* and Baby Summit and gave them a clean bill of
health. 

At Kimbilio, Hannah* grew closer to the Lord through intentional
discipleship. She also gained valuable skills in beadwork, tapestry,
entrepreneurship, and computers. She has now transitioned back to her
family with the dream of starting a grocery shop.

We thank God for Hannah*, Baby Summit and the care mothers who look
after the teen moms. 
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MAJOR
HIGHLIGHTS

Introduction.

Crisis Pregnancy Ministry is a non- profit Christian
organization under Youth For Christ Kenya. It was
established in 1989 as a counseling center in response to
the growing need of women, men and families who found
themselves in crisis pregnancies. Kimbilio Shelter was
later launched in the year 2022 in May as a safe house for
the teenage mothers.

Crisis Pregnancy Ministries of Kenya.
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PROJECT
UPDATE.

Active and Re-integrated Cases.
Within our realm of active and reintegrated cases, we've had the
privilege of nurturing 36 teen mothers in our safe house. It's with
immense gratitude that we share the uplifting news: 28 of these
courageous individuals have completed our transformative
programs and have joyfully reunited with their families, embodying
the essence of resilience and renewal. Presently, we extend our
unwavering support to 8 young mothers who are embracing our
program within the safety and warmth of our sanctuary, each step
forward a testament to your invaluable support and compassion.
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By the grace of God and your steadfast support, our safehouse
has become a sanctuary where 27 precious babies have been
nurtured. Of these, 25 have already been re-integrated into
their loving homes. Presently, 2 adorable miracles continue to
bless our safehouse with their presence. We celebrated
beautiful baby dedication ceremonies, where each tiny life was
committed to Christ amidst prayers and blessings from their
teen mothers.
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Babies Report.

Skills training and Educational Empowerment.

Our efforts have been nothing short of
transformative. Through daily craftwork
sessions, our teen mothers are honing
their talents, crafting market-worthy
products that recently captivated
audiences in the Netherlands during the
General Assembly. In addition, they
engage in weekly computer classes and
receive specialized business training,
earning certificates that validate their
newfound skills. The impact is profound:
three teen mothers have bravely
returned to education, with one
pursuing university studies and two
enrolled in high school. Furthermore,
we've launched a mobile salon initiative,
empowering a young mother to care for
her child while pursuing her passion.



As a Ministry, we extend our sincerest gratitude for
your steadfast support, which has been instrumental
in transforming the lives of teen mothers in our
community. Your generosity and belief in our mission
have empowered us to provide vital resources,
guidance, and opportunities to the teen mothers.
Through your unwavering dedication, you have
helped us create a brighter future for countless
individuals, instilling hope and inspiring positive
change. Thank you for being champions of our cause
and for making a meaningful difference in the lives of
so many.

A CELEBRATION OF
SUPPORT AND
GENEROSITY

Westlands Karuna Close 14

0726285937

kenyayfc.org
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cpmk@kenyayfc.org


